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Summary
This thesis studies the problem of efficient processing for multiple XML twig queries
processing. We propose a new structure to present multiple twig patterns. We also
design a novel algorithm to process multiple twig queries on an XML document simul-
taneously.
XML emerges as the standard for representing and exchanging electronic data in
the Internet. Recently, with more and more data being represented and exchanged
as XML documents over the Internet, people have focused on XML query processing.
Queries in XML query languages typically specify patterns of selection predicates on
multiple elements that have some specified tree structured relationships, s the basis
for matching XML documents. Finding all occurrences of a twig pattern in an XML
document is a core operation for XML query processing. The emergence of XML as
a common mark-up language for data interchange also has spawned great interest in
techniques for filtering and content-based routing of XML data.
We find that multiple twig queries against an XML database usually have many
similarities. This inspires us to process multiple twig patterns simultaneously by sharing
common structure computation.
We propose a new twig structure, which is called super-twig, to represent multiple
twig patterns. The super-twig is a combination of multiple twig queries and contains
CONTENTS vii
all nodes appearing in the queries. To distinguish from a simple twig pattern, Option-
alNode and OptionalLeafNode are defined. We also introduce optional parent-child and
optional ancestor-descendant relationships. An algorithm is designed for constructing
the super-twig. Our experimental result shows that the cost is acceptable and linear
with the number of queries.
In this these, we use region encoding scheme to label XML data. We also design a
two-tier B+-tree index to store the labeled XML data. Using the index structure, we
can process the super-twig with repeated tag names.
Based on the super-twig and index structure, we develop a new multiple twig queries
processing algorithm, namelyMTwigStack. With the algorithm, we can find all matches
of multiple twig queries simultaneously. The experimental results show our method is
more efficient than other existing techniques when processing multiple twig queries with
high similarities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 XML and XML query processing
XML is the abbreviation for eXtensible Markup Language. XML is a simple, very
flexible text format derived from SGML (Standardized General Markup Language).
It employs a tree-structured model to represent data. Originally designed to meet
the challenges of large-scale electronic publishing, XML is also playing an increasingly
important role in the exchange of a wide variety of data on the Web and elsewhere. [4]
Recently, with more and more data being represented and exchanged as XML doc-
uments over the Internet, people have focused on XML query processing. XPath [10]
is a simple but popular language to navigate XML documents and extract information
from them. XPath is also used as sub-language of other XML query languages such as
XQuery [11]. Since this language is popular, there has been a lot of work done to speed
1
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up evaluation of XPath queries, such as index techniques [16, 24, 42, 34], structural
join algorithms [8, 13, 29, 39, 59] and minimization of XPath queries [23].
An XPath expression can be represented graphically by means of a twig pattern
with some structural properties between nodes and selection predicates on multiple
elements for matching XML documents. Twig pattern matching has been identified as
a core operation in querying tree-structured XML data. The traditional XML query
processing scenario involves asking a single query against a XML document. The goal



















Figure 1.1: An fragment of an XML document
For example, consider the document shown in Figure 1.1 containing some infor-
mation about a collection of books, and the query “find the titles of all the books for
which the author’s first name is ‘Jane’”. This query can be formulated with the XPath
expression //book[//author/fn=‘Jane’]/title . This expression is equivalent to the twig
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pattern shown in Figure 1.2. The edge represented with a double line between book and
author corresponds to the symbol ‘//’ in the original expression and is called ancestor-
descendant (A-D) edge, which indicates author must appear as a descendant of book
in the XML document; the edge represented with a single line between author and fn
corresponds to the symbol ‘/’ in the original expression and is called parent-child (P-C)
edge, which indicates fn must appear as a child of author in the XML document. The
answer to XPath queries is built by matching the twig pattern representing the query





Figure 1.2: A twig pattern
Moreover, the emergence of XML as a common markup language for data inter-
change has also spawned significant interest in techniques for filtering and content-
based routing of XML data. In an XML filtering system, continuously arriving streams
of XML documents are passed through a filtering engine that matches the documents
to queries and routes, and the matched documents are distributed to corresponding
queries and routes. There have been a number of efforts to build efficient large-scale
XML filtering systems, e.g., XFilter [9], XTrie [15], YFilter [20], and Index-Filter [12].
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1.2 Motivation and Objective
In a huge system, where many XML queries are issued towards an XML database,
we expect to see that the queries have many similarities. In traditional database sys-
tem, there are many studies on efficient processing of similar queries using batch-based
processing. This inspires us to use a similar technique for twig pattern query process-
ing. Since twig pattern matching is an expensive operation, it would save a lot in terms
of both CPU cost and I/O cost if we could group hundreds of similar twig pattern




















Figure 1.3: Three twig queries (a,b,c) with high similarity and super twig query (d)
For example, consider the three twig queries in Figure 1.3. The main structures
of these three patterns are same. They all query book elements which have a child
element and a descendant author element. Figure 1.3 (a) identifies book element which
has a title value “XML” and has an author element as its descendant. Figure 1.3 (b)
identifies book element which has a title as its child and whose author’s first name (fn)
is “Jane”. Figure 1.3 (c) is similar to (b), but it requires that title value is “XML”.
We can combine these three queries into one twig pattern by: (i) sharing their common
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prefixes (e.g., root node book, element node title and author); (ii) union their different
parts (e.g., value “XML”, element fn, and value “Jane”), as shown in Figure 1.3 (d).
The twig pattern in Figure 1.3 (d) is a new structure we proposed to present these
twig queries and will be introduced in Chapter 4. Obviously, if we designed a method
processing the twig pattern in Figure 1.3 (d) to obtain the results of twig queries in
Figure 1.3 (a), (b) and (c), then we will only scan the book, title and author element
list one time respectively.
Furthermore, in a filtering system or content-based routing system, queries and user
profiles are usually expressed by XPath expression. These systems only identify the
query expressions that there exist match in input XML document and disseminate the
input XML data to the users who posted the queries. But the systems do not need
to find all matches for each query. Hence users have to scan coming XML documents
again to obtain exact information.
The work we present in this thesis is motivated by the batch query processing
in relational database and processing multiple queries in XML filtering systems. We
try to identify query commonalities and combine multiple similar queries into a single
structure, which we call super-twig. The results returned by the super-twig contain the
results of all the given queries.
We observe that in the recent development of twig pattern queries, TwigStack [13]
has been identified as an effective approach. We propose a new algorithm based on
TwigStack, which is calledMTwigStack, to find all occurrences of the super-twig pattern
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in an XML document. Then, matching fragments are distributed to corresponding twig
queries respectively. This algorithm ensures that super-twig matching only scan each
XML element at most once and as less than as it could, thus significantly reduce both
CPU cost and I/O cost compared to the na¨ıve approach which invokes TwigStack
algorithm once for each individual twig query, i.e. scan each XML element N times if
the element tag is appeared in N twig queries.
1.3 Contributions
Motivated by the recent success in efficient processing multiple XML queries, we present
in this thesis a novel algorithm, called MTwigStack, to process multiple twig queries
simultaneously. The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• We review some work for optimizing evaluation of XPath queries, including index
techniques, structural join algorithms and minimization XPath queries; we also
review XML filtering systems and multiple queries processing techniques.
• We introduce a new concept, called super-twig, which combines multiple twig
queries into just one twig pattern. The super-twig contains all nodes appearing
in the queries, and the edges between any two nodes of the super-twig present the
original relationships between the two nodes in the queries.
• We give the properties of the super-twig and present the structure for implement-
ing the super-twig. We design the algorithm for constructing super-twig pattern.
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• Based on the super-twig, we develop a new multiple twig queries processing al-
gorithm. With the algorithm, we can find all matches of multiple twig queries
simultaneously by scanning elements at most once and as less than as it could.
• We compare our method with TwigStack [13] and Index-Filter [12] for process-
ing multiple twig queries. Our experimental results show that the effectiveness,
scalability and efficiency of our algorithm for multiple twig queries processing.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we review some related work, including XML indexing and labeling,
structural join matching, XML filtering, and multiple XPath queries processing, etc.
In Chapter 3, we present the preliminaries of XML. It includes XML data model,
twig pattern and holistic twig matching. This knowledge will be used for the further
research in this thesis.
In Chapter 4, we will introduce the concept of super-twig for integrating multiple
twig patterns into one twig pattern. First of all, we define the super-twig, which is
an extension of normal twig pattern, and describe how to construct and represent it.
Next, we design a algorithm for constructing the super-twig. It will produce an unique
formal expression for each XPath query and expedite constructing the super-twig.
In Chapter 5, we will describe our framework for processing multiple twig patterns
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firstly. Then we introduce the index structure for storing XML data in our method.
Based on the super-twig, we design a novel algorithm to match the super-twig against
an XML document.
In Chapter 6, we compare our MTwigStack with TwigStack and Index-Filter on
both real and synthetic data sets. We will show the experimental results and analyze
them.
Finally, we will conclude this thesis and propose the future work to improve our
method in Chapter 7.
Some of the material in this thesis appears in our paper [37].
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Twig Pattern Query
Many algorithms have been proposed to match XML twig pattern. Zhang et al. [59]
proposed a variation of the traditional merge join algorithm, the multi-predicate merge
join (MPMGJN ), based on two inverted list indexes: E-index (on element) and T-index
(on text). The positions of XML elements and string values are represented as (DocId,
LeftPos:RightPos, LevelNum). Al-Khalifa et al. [8] identified tree-merge and stack-tree
algorithms to improve I/O and CPU performance using the same representation of
positions of XML elements. In the two papers, they all decomposed the twig pattern
into binary structural relationships first. Then they use structural join algorithms to
match the binary structural relationships and merge these matches. A limitation of
these approaches is that intermediate result sizes may be very large because the join
9
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results of individual binary relationships may not appear in the final results.
Later on, Bruno et al. [13] improved the methods by proposing a holistic twig
join algorithm, called TwigStack. In this algorithm, each query node of a twig pattern
has an element stream Tq, which contains all the labels of document nodes with tag q
in an XML document. The elements in the stream are sorted by their start position
(i.e. the start value of the region-based code). Also, each node q is associated with a
stack Sq, which helps the algorithm to generate intermediate partial results. It uses
two phases: phase one outputs part of intermediate root to leaf paths and phase two
merges the intermediate root to leaf paths to get the final results. The algorithm can
largely reduce the intermediate result comparing with the previous algorithms. But
the method is found to be suboptimal if there are parent-child relationships in twig
queries. That is, it may still generate uesless intermediate results in the presence of
P-C relationships in twig patterns.
Jiang et al. [30] proposed TSGeneric algorithm using XR-Tree [29] index to im-
prove twig pattern matching. The method can skip elements and achieve sub-linear
performance for twig queries. However it still does not resolve useless intermediate
results in the presence of P-C relationship. Later on, an algorithm called TwigStack-
List [38] is proposed to answer the twig queries which contain parent-child relationship.
It makes use of a list data structure to cache elements that are potential answers to
the twig query. Chen et al. [17] researched the properties of structural twig join and
studied the tradeoff between the increase in overhead to manage more element streams
and the reduction in both I/O cost and intermediate result sizes caused by various
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XML streaming schemes. In this paper, the author proposed a new Tag+Level and
Prefix-Path scheme, and iTwigJoin algorithm to improve the TwigStack algorithm in
[13].
Jiang et al. [28] proposed GTwigMerge algorithm based on [30]. It focuses on
resolving OR-predicates in query twig patterns. PathStack¬ [31] and TwigStackList¬
[58] are proposed to answer queries with not-predicates. Lu et al. [40] propose a novel
algorithm, called OrderedTJ, to match ordered XML twig queries.
Tatarinov et al. [52] proposed a new XML order encoding method, which is called
Dewey Order, based on Dewy Decimal Classification developed for general knowledge
classification [3]. Lu et al. [39] proposed a novel labeling schema based on Dewey ID
[52], which is called extended Dewey ID. Given the extended Dewey label of an element,
the names of all ancestors can be known by finite state transduce (FST ). Hence the
algorithm only scans the elements which appear as leaf nodes of the twig pattern query.
2.2 XML Indexing and Labeling
There are two main techniques, structural index and labeling scheme, to facilitate
the XML queries. The structural index approaches can help to traverse the hierar-
chy of XML. The labeling scheme approaches can efficiently determine the ancestor-
descendant and parent-child relationships between any two elements of an XML docu-
ment.
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DataGuides [24] derives and uses schema information to rewrite queries and guide
the search. It records information on the existing paths in a database, using the in-
formation as an index. DataGuides are restricted to a single regular expression and
are not useful in more complex queries with several regular expressions. The 1-index
[42] is an accurate structural summary that considers incoming paths up to the root
of the whole graph. The method computes simulation and bisimulation sets of graph
to partition data nodes. Path expressions can be directly evaluated in the index graph
and can retrieve label-matching nodes without referring to the original data graph. The
A(k)-index [34] introduces the notion of k-bisimilarity to capture the local structures
of a data graph. The A(k)-index can accurately support all path expressions of length
up to k. However, path expressions longer than k must be validated in the data graph.
D(k)-index [16] is proposed to improve 1-index and A(k)-index. It possesses the
adaptive ability to adjust its structure according to the current query load. D(k)-index
allows different index nodes to have different local similarity requirements that can be
tailored to support a given set of frequently used path expressions. D(k)-index forces
all index nodes with the same label to have the same similarity. It is unnecessary and
may cause the size of the index to increase unnecessary. Later, M(k)-index and M*(k)-
index [27] are designed to improve D(k)-index. M(k)-index allows different k values
for different nodes and is never over-refined for irrelevant index or data nodes; M*(k)-
index maintains k-bisimilarity information for all k up to some desired maximum and
can avoid over-refinement due to overqualified parents.
Kaushik et al. [32] proposeed the Forward and Backward-Index (F&B-Index ) to
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cover all branching path expression queries. It is the smallest covering index for Branch-
ing Path Queries(BPQ). Ramanan [48] defined Simulation, Bisimulation, and Quotient
on an XML document to determine the smallest covering indexes for two subclasses of
BPQ, namely BPQ+ and TPQ. Because F&B-Index is proposed as a memory-based
index while its size is usually large in practice, Wang et al. [55] presented a disk-based
F&B-Index, which stores a tree onto the disk and analyzes index access patterns and
stores data that is frequently accessed together close on the disk too.
Previous indexes focus on covering all path expressions of an XML document. Re-
cently, the XR-tree is proposed [29] for indexing XML data based on the region en-
coding, i.e. (start, end, level). An XR-tree is basically a B+-tree (built on the start
field of all indexed elements) augmented with stab lists and bookkeeping information
in internal nodes. Kaushik et al. [33] proposed a strategy that integrates structure
indexes with information-retrieval style inverted list. An algorithm for branching path
expressions based on this strategy is introduced and IR-style ranking is employed.
Some methods mentioned above build indexes on labeled XML data and they mainly
focus on static XML documents. Some approaches have been proposed to label dynamic
XML data. Wu et al. [56] used prime numbers to label XML trees. Based on a top-
down approach, each node is given a unique prime number (self label) and the label of
each node is the product of its parent node’s label (parent labe) and its own self label.
O’Neil et al. [43] proposed ORDPATH labeling method which uses the odd numbers at
the initial labeling. It uses the even number between two odd numbers to concatenate
another odd number when the XML document is updated. However, this approach
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can not completely avoid the re-labeling due to the overflow problem. Li and Ling
[36] proposed a novel quaternary encoding approach (QED) for the labeling schemes.
Based this encoding method, any exiting labeling method can be improved and any
exiting nodes need not be re-labeled when the update is performed.
Some researchers have shown interests in sequence-based XML indexing aiming
at avoiding expensive join operations in XML query processing. Wang et al. [54]
proposed ViST, a novel index structure which consists of two parts: the D-Ancestor
index and the S-Ancestor index, to index on structure and content together. It uses one
sequence of string to represent the XML document and uses another sequence string to
represent the query. It converts the query matching problem to subsequence matching
between the document sequence and the query sequence. This method does not need
to disassemble query twig pattern and join intermediate result.
Rao et al. [50] developed a system called PRIX for indexing XML documents and
processing twig queries. PRIX transforms labeled XML documents into Pru¨fer [47]
sequences and uses B+-tree indexing sequences. However, though the two methods
avoid join operations in query processing, to eliminate false alarm and false dismissal,
they resort to time consuming operations (post-processing for false alarm and multiple
isomorphism queries processing for false dismissal [53]).
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2.3 XML Filtering
Recently, a large number of researches have focused on publish-subscribe (pub-sub)
systems based on XML document filtering [9, 20, 21, 22, 26, 35]. An XML filtering
engine aims to provide fast matching of XML-encoded data to large number of query
specifications containing constraints on both structure and content.
XFilter [9] was the first such system proposed. It uses Finite State Machine (FSM )
to represent path expressions in which location steps of path expressions are mapped to
machine states. Arriving XML documents are then parsed with an event-based parser;
the events raised during parsing are used to drive the FSM s through their various
transitions. A query is said to match a document if during parsing, an accepting state
for that query is reached.
One problem with XFilter is that it creates a separate FSM for each individual
query, in a large system where many queries are similar. Such construct results in
huge amount of redundant processing, which slows down the filtering processing and
also makes the system less scalable. Realizing that shared processing for structure
matching is critical for high-performance XML filtering, quite a number schemes are
proposed to improve the XFilter [15, 20, 44].
In particular, the YFilter system proposed by Diao et al. [20] combines all of the
XPath queries into a single Nondeterministic Finite Automaton (NFA) that behaves as
follows: (i) the NFA identifies the exact ”language” defined by the union of all input
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path queries; (ii) when an output state is reached, the NFA outputs all matches for
the queries accepted at such state. It exploits commonality among queries by merging
common prefixes of the query paths such that they are processed at most once. The
resulting shared processing provides tremendous improvements in structure matching
performance. YFilter handles twig patterns by decomposing them into linear paths
and then performing post-processing over linear path matches. Hence, YFilter is not
optimal for non-path queries such as twig queries.
FiST [35] is proposed to perform ordered holistic matching of twig patterns with
incoming documents. It employs the Pru¨fer sequence [47] for an XML document. Its
algorithm involves two phases: Progressive Subsequence Matching and Refinement for
Branch Node Verification. A new data structure Runtime Global Stack is introduced
to store the tags along the path from the current tag being processed to the root of
the document. Given a set of XPath expressions, FiST only identifies those XPath
expressions that appear in a given XML document.
2.4 Multiple XML queries processing
Index-Filter [12] is proposed to answer multiple XML simple path queries. Different
from previous XML filtering system, Index-Filter aims to find all matches of multiple
single path queries in an XML document. Index-based and navigation-based query
processing strategies can be implied in their general scenario. In this paper, the rep-
resentation of positions of XML elements introduced in [59] is used. In addition, a
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B-tree index is built on the tags to provide efficient access to the indexes of individual
tags. To eliminate redundant processing, it identifies query commonalities and combine
multiple queries into a single structure, called prefix tree. It generalizes the PathStack
algorithm of [13], and takes advantage of prefix tree representation of the set of XML
path queries to share computation during multiple query evaluation. Figure 2.1 shows













(a) Path queries (b) Prefix tree representation
Figure 2.1: Xpath queries and their prefix tree
But Index-Filter can not process multiple twig queries efficiently. It has to decom-
pose one twig pattern into several simple XPath queries and process them individually,
then merge them to get the final results for the twig query. Given two queries as shown
in Figure 2.2(a), Index-Filter has to decompose Q1 into two simple path queries Q11
and Q12; then it combines the three queries into the prefix tree as shown in Figure
2.2(c). Against the XML document as shown in Figure 2.2(d), Q11, Q12 and Q2 are
matched queries. In fact, Q1 does not match the document. Obviously, Index-Filter
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Figure 2.2: Xpath queries and their prefix tree
2.5 Summary
Therefore, based on the previous review, many researches have presented how to index
XML documents and match XML twig queries and how to find whether multiple XML
twig patterns occur in an XML document, but no research has focused on finding all




3.1 XML Data Model
We model XML documents as ordered trees, each node corresponding to an element, an
attribute, or a value, and the edges representing (direct) element-subelement, element-
value or attribute-value relationships. Each node is assigned a label (start :end, level)
based on its position in the data tree, and each text value is assigned a label that has
the same start and end values [12, 13, 57]. Figure 3.1 shows an example XML data
tree. The labeling model can be easily extended to multiple documents by introducing
document ID information.
Structural relationships between tree nodes (elements, attributes or values) whose
positions are labeled with containment labeling scheme encoding can be determined
easily:
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Figure 3.1: An example XML tree with region codes
• ancestor-descendant (A-D): element u is an ancestor of element v if
u.start < v.start and u.end > v.end ;
• parent-child (P-C): element u is an parent of element v if
u.start < v.start, u.end > v.end and u.level + 1 = v.level.
3.2 Twig Pattern and Twig Pattern Matching
Queries in XML query languages make use of twig patterns to match relevant portions
of data in an XML database. The twig pattern node may be an element tag, a text
value or a wildcard “∗”. The query twig pattern edges are either parent-child edges
(depicted using a single line) or ancestor-descendant edges (depicted using a double
line). Now, we give some definitions about twig patterns.
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Definition 1 A tree t is a tuple (rt, Nt, Et), where:
• ℵ is an alphabet of nodes, Nt ⊆ ℵ is the set of nodes of t;
• rt ∈ Nt is the root of t;
• Et ⊆ Nt × Nt is a set of edges, such that starting from any node ni ∈ Nt it is
possible to reach any other node nj ∈ Nt, walking through a sequence of edges
e1, . . . , ek, ei ∈ Et.
Definition 2 A twig pattern p is a pair 〈tp, op〉, where:
• tp = (rp, Np, Ep) is a tree;
• Ep is partitioned into the two disjoint sets PCp and ADp, denoting the parent-
child edges and ancestor-descendent edges respectively;
• op ∈ Np is an output node.
Definition 3 Given a twig pattern p = 〈tp, ∅〉, where tp = (rp, Np, Ep); we say that
the twig pattern p′ = 〈tp′ , ∅〉 (where tp′ = (rp′ , Np′ , Ep′)) is a subpattern of p if the
following conditions hold:
• Np′ ⊆ Np;
• the edge (ni, nj) belongs to PCp′ iff ni ∈ Np′ , nj ∈ Np′ and (ni, nj) ∈ PCp;
• the edge (ni, nj) belongs to ADp′ iff ni ∈ Np′ , nj ∈ Np′ and (ni, nj) ∈ ADp.
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In our work, we only consider a fragment of XPath studied in [23], denotedXP {/,//,[ ]},
consisting of the expressions which can be defined recursively by the following grammer:
exp → exp/exp | exp//exp | exp[exp] | σ
where σ is a symbol in an alphabet of node names. Then given anXP {/,//,[ ]} expression
e, a twig pattern p corresponding to e can be trivially defined.
For example, the XPath expression A[B/D//F]//C/E[//G/I]/H/J can be repre-




















Figure 3.2: A twig pattern p and its subpatterns spB and spC
For convenience, we distinguish between query and data nodes by using the term
node to refer to a query node and the term element to refer to an element, an attribute,
or content value in an XML document.
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Given a twig pattern p and an XML document D, a match of p in D is identified
by a mapping from the nodes in p to the elements in D, such that:
(i) the query nodes are satisfied by the corresponding elements, attributes,
or values in the XML document;
(ii) the parent-child and ancestor-descendant relationships between query
nodes are satisfied by the corresponding database elements, attributes, and
values.
3.3 Holistic Twig Join
The holistic method TwigStack, proposed by Bruno et al. [13], is CPU and I/O optimal
for all path patterns and A-D only twig patterns. It associates each node q in the twig
query with a stack Sq and a stream Tq containing all labels in document order of tag q.
Each stream has an imaginary cursor which can either move to the next label or read
the label under it. The algorithm operates in two main phases:
(i) TwigJoin, in this phase, a list of labels are output as intermediate results
for each root to leaf path of the twig query;
(ii) Merge, in this phase, the lists of label paths are merged to produce the
final output.
When all the edges in the twig query are Ancestor-Descendant edges, TwigStack ensures
that each path output in phase 1 not only matches one path of the twig pattern but also
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is part of a match to the entire twig query. However, with the presence of Parent-Child
edges in twig patterns, the TwigStack method is no longer optimal.
3.4 Problem Statement
In this paper, we consider the scenario of matching multiple XML twig queries with
highly similarity against an XML document, which belong to XP {/,//,[ ]}, and focus on
the following problem:
Multiple XML Twig Query Processing: Given an XML document D and a
set of twig queries Q = {q1,. . . , qn}, return the set R= {R1,. . . , Rn}, where Ri is the
answer (all matches) to qi on D.
We identify query commonalities and combine multiple queries into a single struc-
ture, which is an extension of twig pattern. The results returned by the structure





When multiple twig queries are processed simultaneously, it is likely that significant
commonalities between queries exist. To eliminate unnecessary processing while an-
swering multiple queries, we identify query commonalities and combine multiple twig
patterns into a single twig pattern, which we call super-twig. The super-twig can sig-
nificantly reduce the bookkeeping required to answer input queries, thus reducing the
execution time of query processing.
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4.1.1 Definitions
We will use n (and its variants such as ni) to denote a node in the query or the subtree
whose root is q when there is no ambiguity. We extent twig patterns to super-twig
pattern by introducing the concepts OptionalNode and OptionalLeafNode to distinguish
super-twig from general twig patterns.
In this thesis, we only consider the twig patterns belonging to the fragment of XPath
XP {/,//,[ ]}.
Definition 4 Given a set of twig queries against an XML document, Q = {q1,. . . ,
qk}, qi ∈ XP {/,//,[ ]} for i = 1, 2, . . . , k; for each query qi, we can use a twig pattern pi
to represent it, such that pi = 〈tpi , ∅〉 where tpi = (rpi , Npi , Epi) is a tree. we combine
all the twig patterns into a single twig pattern, called super-twig, which is represented
as ps = 〈tps , ∅〉 where tps = (rps , Nps , Eps), such that:
• If there exist any two patterns pi and pj that rpi is not the same as rpj , we rewrite
the queries whose root nodes are not the root of the XML document and add the
document’s root as the root node of the queries. Then the root node of the super
twig pattern is the same as the document’s root. That is rps = rp1 = rp2 = . . . =
rpk or rps equals the document’s root;
• Each twig pattern pi is a subpattern of ps;
• Suppose n is a query node of pi (n ∈ Npi) and also is a query node of pj (n ∈ Npj ),
we will give an alias ni for n in pi, and an alias nj for n in pj. We will process all
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the repeated nodes existing in the patterns p1,. . . , pk for i = 1, 2, . . . , k following
this rule; and we denote the new sets of nodes for p1,. . . , pk as N
′


















• There will be exist repeated nodes in the super twig, but they must not appear as
siblings;
• Suppose n is a query node which appears in some twig patterns, pi and pj, where
i 6= j, and the path nodes from the root node rpi to n in pi are (ni1, . . . , nix, n),
and the path nodes from the root to n in qj are (nj1, . . . , njx, n) respectively, where
ni1 = nj1, ni2 = nj2, . . . , nix = njx. Let the parent node of n be m (that is nix in
pi and njx in pj). We denote the edge between m and n as emn. If emn ∈ PCpi
and emn ∈ ADpj , then emn ∈ ADps and the constraint is relaxed; otherwise,
emn ∈ PCps if emn ∈ PCpi and emn ∈ PCpj , or emn ∈ ADps if emn ∈ ADpi and
emn ∈ ADpj ;













• Suppose pi is a twig pattern in Q, let m and n are two nodes of pi and m is
the parent of n; the path nodes from the root to m in pi are (ni1, . . . , nix), where
ni1 = rpi and nix = m. We denote the path from the root to m in pi as pm and
the twigs of Q which include pm as Qpm (Qpm ⊆ Q); similarly, denote the path
from root to n (ni1, . . . , nix, n) in pi as pn and the twigs which include pn as Qpn,
obviously Qpn ⊆ Qpm. If Qpn ⊂ Qpm, then we call n an OptionalNode;
• Following the same situations of point 7, If all the relationships between m and n
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in Qpn are parent-child, then the relationship between m and n in the combined
twig also is parent-child, called optional parent-child and depicted by a single
dotted line; if the relationships between m and n in some twigs or all twigs of
Qpn are ancestor-descendant, the relationship between m and n in the combined
twig is ancestor-descendant, called optional ancestor-descendant and depicted by
double dotted lines;
• Following the same situations of point 7, suppose m appears as a leaf node in
a subset of Qpm, which is denoted as Qleaf (Qleaf ⊆ Qpm). If Qleaf 6= ∅ and
Qleaf ⊂ Qpm, then we call m an OptionalLeafNode. ¤
Theorem 1 Given a set of twig queries against an XML document, Q = {q1,. . . ,
qk}, qi ∈ XP {/,//,[ ]} for i = 1, 2, . . . , k; for each query qi, we can use a twig pattern
pi to represent it, such that pi = 〈tpi , ∅〉 where tpi = (rpi , Npi , Epi) is a tree. These
twig patters are combined into a super twig, represented as ps = 〈tps , ∅〉 where tps =
(rps , Nps , Eps). The super twig ps is unique.
Proof:
• The root of the super twig is unique. According our definition, rps = rp1 = rp2 =
. . . = rpk or rps equals the document’s root. So when the XML document and
multiple twig queries are given, the root of the super twig is determinate and is
unique;







Npk . Hence the set of nodes Nps is determinate when multiple
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twig patterns are given;
• The set of edges of the super twig is unique. Our motivation is to find the
common parts in multiple twig patterns and share common computation. In the
super twig, there will not exist repeated root-to-leaf or root-to-OptionalLeafNode
paths. Then for any two nodes ni and nj , the sequence of edges (e1, . . . , ek,
ei ∈ Eps) from ni to nj is unique. Hence, Eps is unique.
Example 1.1 In Figure 4.1, SQ is the super-twig pattern of four twig patterns q1, q2,
q3, and q4. The root R of document is added as dummy node in the super-twig, C,E, I
appear repeatedly.
Nodes A,G,D and E which appears in the path (R,A,C,E) are OptionalNodes of
the super-twig, because they do not appear in all of the queries. For example, for node
D, the query set QpD which includes the path (A,C,D) is {q2}, and the query set QpC
which includes the path (A,C) is {q1, q2, q3}; obviously, QpD ⊂ QpC . Based on the
point 5 of the definition, D is an OptionalNode.
The node C in the path (R,A,C) of the super-twig SQ is an OptionalLeafNode.
The query set QpD which includes the path (A,C,D) is {q2}, and the query set QpC
which includes the path (A,C) is {q1, q2, q3}; the node C appears as leaf node in q1,
so the query set Qleaf is {q1}. Obviously, Qleaf ⊂ QpC . Hence based on the point 7 of
the definition, C is an OptionalLeafNode.
The edge which connects C to D represents optional parent-child relationship; the
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edge which connects C to E using double dotted line represents optional ancestor-
descendant relationship. The relationship between A and C in twig pattern q2 is
parent-child, in twig pattern q1 is ancestor-descendant respectively; then we relax the
relationship between A and C as ancestor-descendant in the super-twig pattern. ¤






















Figure 4.1: Four twig patterns and their super-twig
4.1.2 The differences between normal twig and Super-twig
To distinguish the super-twig from normal twig pattern, we introduce two new concep-
tions: OptionalNode and OptionalLeafNode.
• OptionalNode: if a query node n of the super-twig for a set of twig queries is
OptionalNode, then it means that n appears in some queries but does not appear
in others.
• OptionalLeafNode: if a query node n of the super-twig for a set of twig queries is
OptionalLeafNode, then it means that n appears as a leaf node in some queries
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but appears as an internal node in others. All the child nodes of an Optional-
LeafNode must be OptionalNodes. Being different from processing normal
twig query, we will not only output the path from root to leaf node but
also output the path from root to OptionalLeafNode as intermediate
path solution when processing the super-twig query.
Furthermore, there may exist repeated nodes in the super-twig, but all the nodes
are unique in normal twig.
4.1.3 The properties of Super-twig pattern
In Section 4.1.1, we give some definitions on the super-twig. Now we will describe more
details of super-twig and some properties of OptionalNode and OptionalLeafNode. We





























































Figure 4.2: An XML document fragment
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Property 1 Given a set of twig queries against an XML document, Q = {q1,. . . ,
qk}, qi ∈ XP {/,//,[ ]} for i = 1, . . . , k, and SQ is the super-twig of Q. Let n be an
OptionalNode in SQ, and the path from root to n in SQ be Pn; let m be the parent
node of n in SQ, and the path from root to m in SQ be Pm. There must exist a query
qi ∈ Q which contain the path Pm but does not contain the path Pn and another query
qj ∈ Q which contains the path Pm.
Example 1.2 Given an example as shown in Figure 4.3, SQ is the super-twig of q1
and q2, section is an OptionalNode. The path from the root of SQ to section is Psection
= (book, chapter, section), and the path from the root of SQ to section’s parent node
(i.e. chapter) is (book, chapter). Obviously, q1 contains the path Pchapter but does
not contain the path Psection and q2 contains the path Psection. We easily observe that
the node keyword is not an OptionalNode. Only q2 contains the paths Psection and
Pkeyword = (book, chapter, section, keyword), and there does not exist any twig query












Figure 4.3: An example for OptionalNode
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Property 2 Let SQ be the super-twig of a set of twig queries against an XML docu-
ment, Q = {q1,. . . , qk}, qi ∈ XP {/,//,[ ]} for all i = 1, . . . , k. If n is an OptionalNode in
SQ and m is n’s parent node in SQ, then we need not to check whether there exists an
element or attribute with tag name n as m’s child or descendant in the XML document
when we try to output the path from the root of SQ to m.
Example 1.3 Consider the twig queries in Figure 4.3 against the XML document
shown in Figure 4.2. We do not need to check whether node chapter has a child node
section in the document when we try to output the data path (book, chapter, title) as
intermediate path solutions. So we can output s1 = {(1 : 49, 1), (26 : 43, 2), (27 : 29, 3)}
and s2 = {(1 : 49, 1), (44 : 48, 2), (45 : 47, 3)} as path solutions, although the chapter
element (44 : 48, 2) does not have a child with tag name section in the document. Both
s1 and s2 are partial solutions of q1, but only s1 is partial solution of q2. For the path
(book, chapter, section, keyword), we only output {(1 : 49, 1), (26 : 43, 2), (30 : 37, 3),
(34 : 36, 4)}. ¤
Property 3 Let SQ be the super-twig of a set of twig queries against an XML docu-
ment, Q = {q1,. . . , qk}, qi ∈ XP {/,//,[ ]} for all i = 1, . . . , k, n be a query node in SQ
and the path from root to n in SQ be Pn. If n is an OptionalLeafNode then all its child
nodes are OptionalNodes, and there must exist some query qi ∈ Q such that qi contains
the path Pn and n is a leaf node of qi. However, the reverse is not true.
Example 1.4 Given the example as shown in Figure 4.4, SQ is the super-twig of the
two twig queries q1 and q2, the node chapter in SQ is an OptionalLeafNode because
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chapter is a leaf node in q1 but an internal node in q2. Obviously the node section is
an OptionalNode. Assuming there is another node n as chapter’s child and n is not
OptionalNode, it means that the node chapter must has a child node with tag name n
in each twig query of the query set. It will be in contradiction to chapter being a leaf













Figure 4.4: Four twig patterns and their super-twig
Property 4 Let SQ be the super-twig of a set of twig queries against an XML docu-
ment, Q = {q1,. . . , qk}, qi ∈ XP {/,//,[ ]} for all i = 1, . . . , k. If a query node m of SQ
is an OptionalLeafNode then we can output the data paths from the root of SQ to m as
intermediate solutions.
Example 1.5 Consider the twig queries in Figure 4.4 against the XML document
shown in Figure 4.2. We will output s1 = {(1 : 49, 1), (26 : 43, 2)} and s2 = {(1 : 49, 1),
(44 : 48, 2)} as path solutions for the path (book, chapter). They are intermediate path
solutions of q1. ¤
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Note: A query node n of a super-twig could be both an OptionalNode and an
OptionalLeafNode.
Example 1.6 We give an example to show this property. In Figure 4.5, SQ is the
super-twig of q1, q2 and q3. The node section appears in q2 and q3, but does not
appears in q1. Hence section is an OptionalNode in SQ. Furthermore, section is a leaf
















Figure 4.5: The scenario of one node appearing as both OptionalNode and OptionalLeafNode
4.2 Constructing Super-twig
In the XML query processing system, twig queries are presented by XPath expressions.
To obtain the super-twig we have defined in the Section 4.1.1 for multiple twig queries,
we combine these queries one by one according our definitions.
In this section, firstly we describe the implementation structure of super-twig which
is used in our query processing system. Then we design an algorithm according to
the principles proposed in the last section, as shown in Algorithm 1. We input twig
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patterns presented by XPath expression one by one and output the super-twig presented
by XPath expression.
4.2.1 Implementing the Super-twig Structure
In our framework, we combine multiple twig patterns into a super-twig pattern. Figure
4.6 shows the super-twig structure representing the four twig queries shown in Figure
4.1. The super-twig is presented as a tree structure, each node contains the following
information:
IsLeafNode: A boolean value, indicates the node whether is a leaf node of the
super-twig.
IsOptionalLeaf : A boolean value, indicates the node whether is a OptionalLeafN-
ode of the super-twig. The node must be a internal node of the super-twig.
IsOptionalNode: A boolean value, indicates the node whether is a OptionalNode
of the super-twig.
Relationship: PC or AD, records the relationship between the node and its parent
node. To the root node, this value is null.
Children: Pointers, point to the children of this node in the super-twig. To leaf
nodes of the super-twig, this item is null.
Moreover, we also maintain an index structure for the leaf nodes and Optional-
LeafNodes of the super-twig, which is called query index. We build a hash table for leaf








































Figure 4.6: The super-twig structure for the twig queries in Figure 4.1
nodes or OptionalLeafNodes of the super-twig. For each key in the hash table, there
exists a list to record the twig patterns, in which the corresponding node appears as a
leaf node.
QueryID: A unique identifier for the twig pattern, which is generated by the XPath
Parser.
In the super-twig, it is possible that there will be some nodes with the same tag
name. The hash function will compute different keys for these repeated nodes. Then
we can distinguish the corresponding twig patterns which include these repeated nodes
correctly.
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4.2.2 Algorithm for Constructing Super-twig
In Algorithm 1, we present how to combine multiple twig patterns into the super-twig
query. Initially, the super-twig is null, r is the root of XML document. For multiple
twig patterns q1, . . . , qn, we call ConstructSuperTwig(s, qi, r) for i = 1, . . . , n. Finally,
we get the super-twig.
Firstly, the super-twig s is null. When we call ConstructSuperTwig(s, q, r) at the
first time, where s is the current super-twig and r is the root node of s, q is a twig
query which is presented by XPath expression and will be combined into s, we just let
s be q.
Then, we repeatedly call ConstructSuperTwig(s, qi, r) for i = 2, . . . , n. If the root of
s or q is not r, it adds r to s or q as a dummy node (Algorithm 1, line 5-12). Actually, it
is meaningful when the procedure is called by external procedure; these two conditions
are always true while it calls itself.
Next, for each child node (let be qi, for i = 1, . . . ,m) of the root of q, it will lookup
whether there exists matched node in the children (let be sj , for j = 1, . . . , n) of the
root of s. If existing, it will adjust the edge between corresponding nodes in s and calls
ConstructSuperTwig(subtree(sj), subtree(qi), sj) recursively (Algorithm 1, line 19-25),
where subtree(sj) is the subtree rooted at sj in the super-twig and subtree(qi) is the
subtree rooted at qi in the twig q; otherwise, the child node sj of s will be marked
as OptionalNode and the edge between sj and r will be updated to optional
relationship Algorithm 1, line 27-29); r will be marked as OptionalLeafNode
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Algorithm 1 ConstructSuperTwig (s, q, r)
input: s is the current super-twig and r is its root node, q is a twig query which is
presented by XPath expression and will be combined into s
1: if s = NULL then
2: return q
3: end if
4: rs = extractRoot(s)
5: rq = extractRoot(q)
6: if rs 6= r then
7: let s = ′/r//′ + s and rs = r
8: end if
9: if rq 6= r then
10: let q = ′/r//′ + q and rq = r
11: end if
12: let qi denote each children(rq) in q for i = 1, . . . ,m
13: let sj denote each children(rs) in s for j = 1, . . . , n
14: j = 1
15: for i = 1 to m do
16: findmatchedNode = FALSE
17: while j ≤ n do
18: if qi = sj then
19: if edge(rq, qi) is A-D and (edge(rs, sj) is P-C or optional P-C) then
20: let edge(rs, sj) be A-D or optional A-D depending on edge(rs, sj) in s
21: end if
22: ConstructSuperTwig(subtree(sj), subtree(qi), sj)
23: let findmatchedNode = TRUE
24: break while
25: else
26: update the edge(r, sj) in s to optional relationship




31: if findmatchedNode = FALSE then
32: if isLeaf(rs) then
33: rs is marked as OptionalLeafNode in s
34: end if
35: append subtree(qi) to s below rs
36: let edge(rs, qi) in s be optional P-C or A-D depending on edge(rq, qi) in q
37: qi is marked as OptionalNode in s
38: end if
39: end for
40: if j ≤ n then
41: update edge(r, sj),. . ., edge(r, sn) to optional relationship
42: sj , . . . , sn are marked as OptionalNode in s
43: end if
44: return s
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if r appears as leaf node in s; we append subtree(qi) to s below r and mark
qi as OptionalNode in s (Algorithm 1, line 32-39).
After processing each child node of the root of q, we will mark the child nodes
sj , . . . , sn as OptionalNode if these nodes have not been checked (Algorithm 1, line
41-44).
Finally, all the twig queries are combined into one twig pattern. We obtain the
super-twig pattern which is presented by tree structure with corresponding information.
Theorem 2 Given a set of twig queries against an XML document, Q = {q1,. . . , qk},
qi ∈ XP {/,//,[ ]}, the ConstructSuperTwig algorithm always computes the super twig.
We give the proof for the theorem as follows:
Completeness: In Algorithm MTwigStack, we process multiple twig queries one
by one and recursively call ConstructSuperTwig() for each twig pattern. Hence the
super-twig produced by our algorithm will cover all the twig queries. That is, we can
always get a super twig for multiple twig patterns.
Soundness: According our definition, there can not exist repeated root-to-leaf or
root-to-OptionalLeafNode paths in a super-twig according our algorithm MTwigStack.
It means that, for each root-to-leaf path of each twig pattern, there is one and only one
path in super-twig including it. We combine multiple twig patterns one by one into the
super twig. Whatever the order of processing the multiple twigs, our algorithm will get
the same super twig.
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Now, we give an example to explain the course of combining multiple twig queries
into a super-twig.
Example 2.1 In Figure 4.7, we present the possible scenarios during combining multi-
ple twig patterns into the super-twig. There are six twig queries q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, and q6.
We will combine these queries into a super-twig one by one. Now, we show the steps
as follows:
Step 1, the super-twig is null; when q1 coming, we just let q1 be the super-twig ; we
build leaf node index for node B and C, which only belong to twig query q1; currently
the super-twig is S1;
Step 2, q2 is coming. We find that the relationship between A and C in the super-
twig S is P-C, but the relationship between A and C in the query q2 is A-D. Then we
relax the relationship constraint to A-D in the combined super-twig S2; we also modify
the corresponding leaf node indexes; currently the super-twig is S2;
Step 3, to combine q3. The super-twig S2 does not include the path (A,C,E)
which appears in the twig query q3, but includes the path (A,C). Then according our
definitions, we add node E as a descendant of node C in the super-twig S2; node E is
an OptionalNode and node C is an OptionalLeafNode; the relationship between C and
E is optional ancestor-descendant ; now the leaf node index for B includes query q1, q2,
and q3, for C includes query q1 and q2, and for E includes query q3; the super-twig is
S3;





























































































Figure 4.7: The scenarios in the construction of super-twig
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Step 4, to process q4. Node D does not appear in the super-twig S3. Just like the
actions in Step 3, we add D into the super-twig and modify leaf node indexes. Node D
also is an OptionalNode and now the super-twig is S4;
Step 5, to process q5. Node F is a leaf node of node D in query q5 but does not
appear in the super-twig S4, and D is an OptionalNode of S4. According our definitions,
a node of a super-twig may be both an OptionalNode and an OptionalLeafNode. Then
we add F into the super-twig S4 and now the super-twig is S5. Note that node D of S5
is not only an OptionalNode but also is an OptionalLeafNode;
Step 6, to process the last query q6. The root node G of q6 is not as the same
as the root node A of super-twig S5. So we add the document root as a dummy root
node for the super-twig. Then we append query q6 and modify leaf node indexes. Now
the super-twig is S6. Note that there exist repeated nodes (i.e. C,E) in S6. We will
build leaf node indexes respectively for the repeated nodes, that is the index for node
E which appears as a descendant of node A includes q3 and the index for node E which
appears as a descendant of node G includes q6. The node C which is included in the
path (R,G,C) is neither OptionalNode nor OptionalLeafNode, so we do not build leaf
node index for it. ¤
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4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduce a new concept, called super-twig, which combines multiple
twig queries into just one twig pattern. The super-twig contains all node names and tag
names appearing in the queries, and the edges between any two nodes of the super-twig
present the original relationships between the two nodes in the queries. There exist two
types of node, called OptionalNode and OptionalLeafNode, which are different from the
original twig. We also present the properties of the super-twig. Based on the definitions




5.1 Overview of the Architecture of Multiple
Queries Processing System
In this section, we describe the basic components of our multiple twig queries processing
system, which are shown in Figure 5.1. They are:
XPath parser: The XPath parser takes twig patterns represented by XPath ex-
pressions, parses them and sends the parsed twig queries to the query processing engine.
New twig queries can be added to the super-twig only when the query processing engine
is not active in processing a document.
Event-based XML parser: When an XML document arrives at the system, it
runs through the XML parser. We use a parser based on the SAX interface, which
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Figure 5.1: Overview of a multiple queries processing system
is a standard interface for event-based XML parsing [7]. Figure 5.2(a) presents a
XML document, and Figure 5.2(b) shows how a event-based interface breaks down the
structure of the sample document into a linear sequence of events. “Start document”
and “end document” events mark the begin and the end of the parse of document. A
“start element” event carries information such as the name of the element, its attributes,
etc. A “characters” event reports a string that is not included by any XML tag. An
“end element” event corresponds to an earlier “start element” event by specifying the
element name and marks the close of that element in the document.
In this thesis, we employ region encoding model. We maintain a global counter to
assign start and end value for each element. When a “start element” event coming,
the current counter value is assigned to the start value of the element; when a “end
element” event coming, the current counter value is assigned to the end value of the
element; the text values will be given the same start and end value. The counter
increases by one after each assignment. In the course, we also assign level for each
element, that is the depth of the element in the XML tree.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<catalog>
  <product id="Kd-245">
    <name> Color Monitor </name>
    <price currency="USD">
      <msrp> 310.40 </msrp>




start element:    catalog
start element:    product
start element:    name
characters:        Color
characters:        Monitor
end element:     name
start element:    price
start element:    msrp
characters:        310.40
end element:     msrp
end element:     price
end element:     product
end element:     catalog
end document
(a) A sample XML document (b) SAX API example
Figure 5.2: An XML document and SAX example
In this system, we use a tree structure to store parsed elements’ labels. We build an
two-tier B+-tree index for all elements and attributes while parsing the XML document.
We will describe the details of building the index in section 5.2.
Query processing engine: It is the heart of the system. The engine takes the
parsed queries from the XPath parser and combines them into the super-twig query
according the method proposed in Chapter 4. At the same time, it builds query index
for the super-twig pattern.
The engine also takes indexed parsed data from the XML parser. During execution,
it finds all possible matches for the super-twig against the parsed XML data using the
MTwigStack algorithm which will be proposed in Section 5.3.2. After query processing,
the engine sends the possible matches to the component Data Dissemination.
Data Dissemination: After finding all possible matches of the super-twig against
an XML document, we must distribute the possible results to each twig query. This
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component receives the intermediate results with the form of root-to-leaf path, distrib-
utes the paths to corresponding twig queries using query index, checks P-C relationships
whether are satisfied and merges the paths to get final results.
5.2 The Index Structure for Parsed XML Data
Traditional twig join methods employ data stream structure to store parsed XML data.
In a data stream, the elements are sorted by their start values ascending. During query
processing, the system will scan the streams sequentially. When the input streams are
very long, this may take a lot of time. These techniques do not allow that there are
repeated nodes in a twig pattern. But during processing multiple twig queries, there
maybe exists repeated tag names in the super-twig. Hence, the system has to scan the
streams corresponding repeated tags more than one time. It will increase unnecessary
I/O cost.
In our system, we consider to store parsed XML data using a two-tier B+-tree index.
The index structure is designed for indexing the region encoding labels (start:end, level)
of elements and attributes in the parsed XML document. It is described as follows:
• It is a two-tier B+-tree;
• In the first tier, called tag tier, we build a B+-tree index for all elements and
attributes in the XML document. We use tag names as keys and store them in
the leaf nodes;
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• In the second tier, called label tier, we build a B+-tree index for each element
or attribute which is indexed in the first tier. These B+-tree indexes store the
region encoding labels for corresponding elements and attributes;
• For each B+-tree in the label tier, we use the start value of label as key, and store
all labels of the same tag name with the form of (start, end, level) in leaf nodes
which are sorted by start value ascending
• For the leaf nodes in the tag tier, each entry contains a pointer to a B+-tree in
the label tier.
The construction and maintenance of the index structure is very similar to those
in a B+-tree. Given an element e with region label, searching for all its descendants
in an element set E is as simple as a B+-tree range search. Firstly, we search the
tag tier with key E, then we search the B+-tree index pointed by the key E, with
the condition e.start < E.start < e.end. Figure 5.3 shows the index structure for the
example document in Figure 4.2.
During query processing, we will maintain a cursor for each node in the super-twig,
which keeps the current position in the index.
5.3 Multiple Twig Queries Matching
In this section, we present MTwigStack, an algorithm using the super-twig pattern
to find all matches for multiple twig queries against an XML document scanning the

























Tag tier index Label tier index
Figure 5.3: The two-tier B+-tree index for the document shown in Figure 4.2
indexed elements as few as possible.
We will first introduce some data structures and notations to be used by the
MTwigStack algorithm. And then we will describe the algorithm subsequently.
5.3.1 Data Structure and Notations
Let s denote a super-twig pattern, and root represent the root node of s. The functions
isRoot(n) and isLeaf(n) examine whether a query node n is a root or a leaf node. The
function children(n) gets all child nodes of n in s and parent(n) returns the parent node
of n.
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In our algorithm, each distinct node n in s is associated with a index structure In,
which is introduced in Section 5.2. The index contains the positional representations
of the parsed XML elements that match the node predicate at the twig pattern node n.
In the rest of this thesis, “node” refers to a tree node in the super-twig pattern, while
“element” refers to the elements in the indexes.
We will employ two types of data structures for each node of the super-twig : cursor
which records the current position in corresponding parsed XML data index, and stack
which keeps the elements maybe contribute to final results. In our super-twig, there
exist nodes with the same tag names. But it is not difficult to create correctly cursors
and stacks for them. We will use a hash function to encode each node. Hence the
nodes with the same tag names can be distinguished. Given a super-twig pattern s,
we associate a cursor Cq and a stack Sq to each node q in s, as shown in Figure 5.4.
There are two repeated nodes, C and I, in the super-twig. We create cursors CC1 and
CC2, stacks SC1 and SC2 for two nodes with tag name C respectively; create cursors
CI1 and CI2, stacks SI1 and SI2 for two nodes with tag name I too.
We keep a cursor Cq for each query node q. The cursor Cq points to the current
element in the index for XML data with tag name q. “Cq” or “element Cq” will refer
to the element Cq points to, when there is no ambiguity. We can access the attribute
values of element Cq by Cq.start, Cq.end and Cq.level.
There are two operations over the two-tier B+-tree that affect the cursor Cq:
• advance(), if Cq is not the last element of the current leaf page, we simply point
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Figure 5.4: Cursors and stacks during execution
it to the next element. Otherwise, we free the current leaf page and fetch in the
next leaf page through the link between leaf pages.
• skip(Cqmax), it is as simple as a B+-tree search. Starting from the root entry
of current index, search the index entries until the largest entry ki, such that
ki.start < Cqmax .start is found. Then we set the cursor Cq to the first element
whose start value is larger than Cqmax .start in the leaf page.
Initially, Cq points to the first node in the root page of the index Iq.
In MTwigStack algorithm, we also associate each query node q in the super-twig
query with a stack Sq. Each data node in the stack consists of a pair: (positional
representation of a node from Iq, pointer to a node in Sparent(q)). Initially, all stacks
are empty. During query execution, each stack Sq may cache some elements and each
element is a descendant of the element below it. In fact, cached elements in stacks
represent the partial results that could be further contributed to final results as the
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algorithm goes on.
The operations over stacks are: empty, pop, push, topS, and topE. If Sq is empty,
then empty(Sq) returns True, otherwise returns False. Pop(Sq) pops up the top node
of Sq and push(Sq) moves a element from Iq to Sq. The last two operations return the
start value and end value coordinates in the positional representation of the top node
in the stack respectively.
Furthermore, we create a list for each leaf node and OptionalLeafNode in the super-
twig, in which we cache the intermediate path solutions. When we output a path
solution, we add it to the corresponding list.
5.3.2 The MTwigStack Algorithm
Given a super-twig query s and an XML document D, a match of s in D is identified by
a mapping from nodes in s to elements or content values in D, such that: (i) query node
predicates are satisfied by the corresponding database elements or content values, and
(ii) the structural relationships (including parent-child, ancestor-descendant, optional
parent-child, and optional ancestor-descendant) between query nodes are satisfied by
the corresponding database elements or content values. The answer to super query s
with n twig queries can be represented as a set R = {R1, . . . , Rn} where each subset
Ri consists of the twig patterns in D which match query qi.
Algorithm MTwigStack, for the case when the indexes contain elements from a
single XML document, is presented in Algorithm 2. MTwigStack is an extension of
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TwigStack [13] algorithm to process super-twig patterns. The main differences between
MTwigStack and TwigStack are as follows:
• It allows that there are repeated nodes in the super-twig and MTwigStack can
process this scenario correctly. But the algorithm TwigStack can not process twig
queries with repeated nodes.
• TwigStack will output root-to-leaf path solutions while processing a leaf node
of a twig pattern. MTwigStack will also output root-to-leaf path solutions while
processing a leaf node of a super-twig pattern. Moreover,MTwigStack will output
root-to-OptionalLeafNode path solutions while processing an OptionalLeafNode of
a super-twig pattern.
• In TwigStack, for a twig query, if a data element with tag name n will participates
in a solution for the sub-query rooted at n, then there must exist a solution
for the sub-query rooted at n composed entirely of the head elements of all n’s
descendants and vice versa. But this condition will be relaxed inMTwigStack. For
a super-twig, if a data element with tag name n will participates in a solution for
the sub-query rooted at n, then it only requires there exists a solution for the sub-
query rooted at n composed entirely of the head elements of all n’s descendants
which are not OptionalNodes.
We extend TwigStack to our algorithm because TwigStack is a classic holistic twig
join method for twig pattern matching and is also easy to carry out our idea by modi-
fication to process multiple twig queries simultaneously. We will explain the details in
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the following paragraphs.
We execute MTwigStack(root) to get all answers for the super-twig query rooted
at root. MTwigStack operates in two phases. In the first phase, it repeatedly calls
the getNext(q) function to get the next node for processing and outputs individual
root-to-leaf and root-to-OptionalLeafNode path solutions. After executing the first
phase, we can guarantee that either all elements after the cursor Croot in the index Iroot
will not contribute to final results or the cursor has scanned the last element in Iroot.
Additionally, we guarantee that for all descendants qi of root in the super-twig, every
element in Iqi with start value smaller than the end value of last element processed in
Iroot was already processed. In the second phase, the function mergeAllPathSolutions()
merges the individual path solutions for respective original twig queries.
To get the next query node q to process, MTwigStack repeatedly calls function
getNext(root) (as described in Algorithm 3) and the function will call itself recursively.
If q is a leaf node of the super-twig, the function returns q without any operation
because we need not check whether there exist its descendants matching the super-
twig ; otherwise, the function returns a query node qx with two properties: (i) if qx = q,
then Cq.start < Cqi .start and Cq.end > Cqmax .start for all qi ∈ children(q) and qi is
not OptionalNode (lines 10-16 in Algorithm 3). In this case, q is an internal node in
the super-twig and Cq will participate in a new potential match. If the maximal start
value of Cq’s children which are not OptionalLeafNode is greater than the end value
of Cq, we can guarantee that no new match can exist for Cq, so we advance Cq to the
next element in Iq (see Figure 5.5(a)); (ii) if qx 6= q, then Cqx .start < Cqj .start, for
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Algorithm 2 MTwigStack (root)
input: root is the root node of the super-twig
1: while NOT end(root) do
2: q =getNext(root)




7: if isRoot(q) OR NOT empty(Sparent(q)) then
8: push(Cq, Sq)














input: qstart is the start value of Cq and S is a encoding stack
1: while NOT empty(S) AND topE(S)< qStart pop(S)
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all qj is in siblings of qx and Cqx .start < Cparent(qx).start (line 18 in Algorithm 3). In
this case, we always process the node with minimal start value for all qi ∈ children(q)
even though qi is OptionalNode (see Figure 5.5(b)). These properties guarantee the




























(b)  Algo. 6 Line  18
Figure 5.5: Possible scenarios in the execution of MTwigStack
Next, we will process q. Firstly, we discard the elements which will not contribute
potential solutions in the stack of q’s parent (see Figure 5.5(c)) and execute the same
operation on q’s stack. Secondly, we will check whether Cq can match the super-twig
query. In the case that q is root or the stack of q’s parent is not empty, we can guarantee
Cq must have a solution which matches the subtree rooted at q. If q is a leaf node,
then it means that we have found a root-to-leaf path which will contribute to the final
results of some or all queries; hence, we can output possible path solutions from the
node to root; especially, if q is an OptionalLeafNode, we can also output the path for
some queries, but we do not pop up Sq because q is an internal node and maybe will
contribute to other queries in which q is not a leaf node. Otherwise, Cq must not
contribute any solutions and we just advance the cursor of q to the next element in Iq
(see Figure 5.5(d)).
In [13], while TwigStack processing a leaf node, it outputs root-to-leaf solutions.
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Algorithm 3 getNext(q)
input: q is a query node
1: if isLeaf(q) then
2: return q
3: end if
4: for qi ∈ children(q) do
5: ni = getNext(qi)




10: qmin = the node whose start is the minimal start value of all qi ∈ children(q)
11: qmax = the node whose start is the maximal start value of all qi ∈ children(q) which are
not OptionalNodes
12: if qmax 6= NULL then
13: Cq.skip(Cqmax)
14: end if
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However, for the super-twig, there are leaf nodes and optional leaf nodes. Different
from TwigStack in the first phase, MTwigStack will output path-to-leaf and path-to-
OptionalLeafNode solutions if a node q of the super-twig is leaf or OptionalLeafNode
(it means q is a leaf node in some queries, but is internal node in other queries).
Furthermore, in the function getNext(q), qmax is the node whose start is maximal start
value of all q’s children in the super-twig which are not OptionalNodes. This restriction
guarantees that some elements in Iq are not skipped mistakenly by Cq.advance() when
some children of q are not necessary for all of the multiple twig queries.
Algorithm 4 mergeAllPathSolutions()
merging for the super-twig composed of n twig queries
1: create a list for each query to keep merged path solutions
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: let c1, . . . , cm be the m leaf nodes of qi
4: for j = 1 to m do
5: check whether there exists the query ID i in the item corresponding cj in the query
index
6: if TRUE then
7: merge(Listi, Listcj )
8: look for the queries with the same root to leaf paths as qi in the query index
9: copy the value of Listi to their lists
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After all possible path solutions are output and cached in their lists, they are merged
to compute matching twig instances for each twig query respectively. In this phase, we
will not only join the intermediate path solutions for each query but also check whether
P-C relationships of the queries are satisfied in these path solutions. We describe the
function to merge path solutions in Algorithm 4.
When we merge the intermediate path solutions for one query, we will check whether
other queries there existing the same root to leaf paths. For example, given two queries
q1 = /A[E]/B[C][D] and q2 = /A[F]/B[C][D]. There are two same root to leaf paths
/A/B/C and /A/B/D in q1 and q2. When we merge intermediate path solutions for
q1, we also copy the merged results for /A/B/C and /A/B/D to the list of q2. Hence
we need not merge /A/B/C and /A/B/D again when we process q2. Then we can save
costs.
Now we will give an example to illustrate the MTwigStack how to work.
Example 3.1 In Figure 5.6, SQ is the super-twig of q1, q2, and q3; in SQ, C is an
OptionalLeafNode, D and E are OptionalNode; Doc1 is an XML document. Initially,
getNext(A) recursively calls getNext(B) and getNext(C). At the first loop, a1 is skipped
and CA advances to a2 because a1 has no descendant node C. Then node B is returned
and q = B. Now the stack (SA) for parent of B is empty, hence, b1 is skipped and CB
points to b2. In the next loop, A is returned because a2 has B and C as descendant,
so a2 is pushed into SA; next, B is returned and (a2, b2) is output; then A is returned
again and a3 is pushed into SA but a2 will be not popped; B is returned and b3 is
























Figure 5.6: Illustration to MTwigStack
pushed into SB, (a3, b3) and (a2, b3) are output.
At the sixth loop, C is returned and c1 is pushed into SC . C is an OptionalLeafNode,
hence (a3, c1) and (a2, c1) are output but c1 is not popped. Next D is returned and d1
is pushed into SD; Then F is returned, (a3, c1, d1, f1) and (a2, c1, d1, f1) are output.
Next, c2 is processed, (a3, c2) and (a2, c2) are output. Finally, E is returned, then (a3,
c2, e1), (a3, c1, e1), (a2, c2, e1) and (a2, c1, e1) are output. At the second phase,
mergeAllPathSolutions() merges the path solutions of (A, B) and (A, C, E) for q1, (A,
B) and (A, C) for q2, and (A, B) and (A, C, D, F) for q3. In this phase, we also check
whether P-C relationships are satisfied. ¤
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we describe our framework for processing multiple twig patterns firstly.
We give the details about the query processing system. Then we introduce the index
structure for storing XML data in our method. We use a two-tier B+-tree index to store
parsed XML data. The index structure is designed for indexing the region encoding
labels (start : end, level) of elements and attributes in the parsed XML document.
Based on the super-twig, we design a novel algorithm to match the super-twig against
an XML document.
The algorithm MTwigStack is an extension of algorithm TwigStack. Being differ-
ent from TwigStack, MTwigStack will output intermediate path solutions when a node
of a super-twig is a leaf node or an OptionalLeafNode. MTwigStack also has differ-
ent actions to process OptionalNode by contrast with TwigStack. These improvement





We compare the performance of TwigStack [13], Index-Filter [12], and MTwigStack.
TwigStack is the state-of-the-art algorithm to answer individual twig queries, and
Index-Filter is an algorithm to answer multiple simple path queries. Both of them
can be used to answer multiple twig queries. To process multiple twig queries using
TwigStack, we simply executed each twig query separately and then aggregated the
results; and we modified Index-Filter to process multiple twigs, by decomposing twig
into simple paths firstly and then combining them into a prefix tree (introduced in
Chapter 2). We also modified the second phase of Index-Filter with our proposed
merging method in Chapter 5. We implemented the three algorithms using Java. All
experiments were run on a 2.6 GHz Pentium IV processor with 1 GB of main memory,
63
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of six XMark data sets
Data size 32K 128K 512K 2M 8M
Number of tags 403 2054 7722 31063 121103
Number of distinct tag name 74
Maximal depth 12
Average depth 4.9 5 5.1 5.1 5.2
running windows XP system.
6.1.1 XML Documents
We used two benchmark data sets in our experiments: XMark (synthetic and generated
by an XML data generator) [5] and TreeBank (real-world) [2]. We explained the two
data sets below.
XMark is a benchmark that allows users and developers to gain insights into the
characteristics of their XML repositories. It contains information about an auction site.
We used the XMark generator to generate five data sets with different data sizes. Some
characteristics of these data are shown in Table 6.1.
TreeBank consists of encrypted English sentences taken from the Wall Street Jour-
nal, tagged with parts of speech. Some characteristics of TreeBank are shown in Table
6.2.
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Table 6.2: Characteristics of TreeBank data set
Data size 84M
Number of tags 2437666




Although the three algorithms do not require or exploit DTD information, we will use
DTDs to generate the query sets for our experiments. The TreeBank DTD is parsed
from the data set.
For the two families of data sets, we used the query generator which was developed
by the YFilter project [6], respectively to create a set of XPath queries based on the
workload parameters as follows:
• The maximum depth of queries is 10;
• The probability of that having a branching node in a twig query is 75%, that is
twenty-five percent of the twig queries are simple path queries (no branch);
• The number of branch node in a twig query is 1, 2, or 3 randomly.
The query generator generates random distinct query strings according to the input
DTD and these parameters.
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We set the maximum depth of queries as 10, the probability of having a nested path
in each query is 1, and the number of nested paths per query as 0, 1, 2 and 3 randomly.
In our experiment, we generated 50000 distinct queries using XMark DTD and
TreeBank DTD respectively, with a random number of query nodes between 2 and 10.
The average depth of query set is 5 for XMark and 4.7 for TreeBank. We will choose
different numbers of twig queries from these query sets for testing our method and
other twig query processing techniques.
After generating these query sets, we randomly chose from 200 to 1000 queries and
combined them into one super-twig. The time for combining super-twig is shown in
Figure 6.1. We found that the cost of constructing the super-twig is linearly increase
with the number of twig queries. It only needs less than 4 seconds to combine 1000
twig queries.














Number of twig queries
 XMark
 TreeBank
Figure 6.1: The execution of constructing the super-twig
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We use the structure introduced in Section 4.2.1 to store the super-twig in main
memory. It is just a tree structure.
6.1.3 Metrics
To evaluate the relative merits of TwigStack, Index-Filter and MTwigStack, we im-
plemented the three algorithms in Java, sharing as much code and data structures as
possible for a fair comparison. In our experiments, we collect the execution time of
TwigStack, Index-Filter and MTwigStack to process multiple twig queries, and report
the relative performance of TwigStack and Index-Filter with respect to MTwigStack.
We divide TwigStack ’s execution time and Index-Filter ’s execution time by that of
MTwigStack respectively. Hence, ratios indicate which cases are more efficient.
In our experiments, all the three algorithms exploit the same index technique, two
tier B+-tree index, that we proposed in Chapter 5, and we also consider the data sets
are static. We built two tier B+-tree indexes for the data sets at the beginning of
our experiments and we used them running all cases of experiments. Hence, we do
not consider the cost of building index when collecting the execution time to process
multiple twig queries.
Our goal is to process multiple similar twig queries by sharing computation. To
show how the level of similarities of multiple twig queries affects the performance of
our MTwigStack, let:
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SP# = number of root to OptionalLeafNode paths +
number of root to leaf node paths in the super-twig
TP# = total number of root to leaf paths in all the twig queries
ratio intermediatePaths = TP#SP#
We use the ratio of TP# to SP# to indicate the similarity level of multiple twig
queries. The ratio intermediatePaths is higher, then it means the twig queries have
high similarities, vice versa. For the example in Figure 5.6, SP# is 4 and TP# is 6, so
the ratio intermediatePaths is 1.5. Extremely, ratio intermediatePaths is 1 if there is
no any common part in a twig query set.
6.2 Experimental results
Now we report the results we obtained with the experimental setting of Section 6.1. In
Section 6.2.1, we compare TwigStack against our algorithm MTwigStack, for different
query sets with varying similarity level on XMark and TreeBank data sets; in Section
5.2, we present the experimental results comparing Index-Filter against MTwigStack,
also for different query sets with varying similarity levels.
6.2.1 MTwigStack vs. TwigStack
In this section we compare TwigStack, the first holistic method algorithm, to answer
individual twig queries, against our proposed algorithm MTwigStack. We selected a
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Table 6.3: The time of computing the super-twig and processing it on 32K XMark with
ratio intermediatePaths being 3
Nnumber of Queries 10 100 1000
Time of combining super-twig (ms) 582 810 3289
Time of processing super-twig (ms) 56732 332583 1624691
number of queries from the query sets, and then we combined them into the super-
twigs to compute the ratio intermediatePaths. We chose the query sets for varying
ratio intermediatePaths, which is approximate to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively, as test
twig queries. In these experiments, we tested different numbers of twig queries, 10,
100, and 1000 respectively. We used TwigStack to process these twig queries one by
one, and used our MTwigStack to combine these queries sets into super-twigs and then
process them.
Firstly, we gave the time of computing the super-twig and processing it respectively.
Table 6.3 shows the consumed time for constructing the super-twig and the execution
time for processing the super-twig on 32K XMark data with the ratio intermediatePaths
being 3. We found that the time of computing the super-twig is only about one percent
of the time of processing the super-twig when we tested 10 queries, and about 0.2
percent when we tested 100 queries. Especially, the cost of constructing the super twig
only depends on the number of twig queries, but is independent of the size of tested data
set. By contrast with the time of processing the super-twig, the cost of constructing
the super-twig is trivial.
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Figure 6.2 shows the execution time for MTwigStack on 2M XMark data with 10
twig queries. When there is no any common part in 10 twig queries, MTwigStack
consumed more time than TwigStack did. But MTwigStack only consumed about one
sixth of that TwigStack consumed. Obviously, our MTwigStack benefited from sharing
computation.























Figure 6.2: Execution time on 2M XMark data with 10 queries
To give intuition results, we mainly present the ratio of TwigStack ’s execution time
to MTwigStack ’s execution time. Figure 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 show the performance
of TwigStack relative to that of MTwigStack (as explained in Section 6.1.3) for the
XMark and TreeBank data sets with the different twig query sets, respectively.
As we can see in these figures, the performance of TwigStack is better than that of
MTwigStack when the ratio intermediatePaths is 1. In this case, there is no any com-
mon part in the queries. Hence, we can not benefit from sharing computation. But our
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Figure 6.3: MTwigStack vs. TwigStack on XMark with 10 queries
































Figure 6.4: MTwigStack vs. TwigStack on XMark with 100 queries
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Figure 6.5: MTwigStack vs. TwigStack on XMark with 1000 queries

























Figure 6.6: MTwigStack vs. TwigStack on TreeBank with different numbers of queries
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MTwigStack needs to combine multiple twig queries into the super-twig, so it will con-
sume more time. When the ratio intermediatePaths is increased to 2, the performance
of MTwigStack is better than that of TwigStack, but it is not very significant. Although
MTwigStack takes advantage of query commonalities by using the super-twig to avoid
processing the same portions of similar queries multiple times, the cost of combining
the super-twig and merging more intermediate solutions would counteract the benefit
if the number of queries is large and they have very low similarities.
Our idea is motivated by there always existing very high similarities in multiple
twig queries against an XML document. Hence we do not focus on the cases that there
are few similarities or no any commonality in multiple queries.
When we continue increasing the ratio intermediatePaths, we find that ourMTwigStack
is more efficient than TwigStack, for example, the time of TwigStack consumed is more
seven times than that of MTwigStack consumed when processing 10 queries with high
similarities (the ratio intermediatePaths is 5, that means the super-twig only has 20%
of the total number of toot-to-leaf paths of all the twig queries) on 2M XMark data in
Figure 6.3. We also find that our algorithmMTwigStack will save more cost by utilizing
common parts processing when data size and number of twig queries are increased. For
example, we consider the cases that the ratio intermediatePaths is 4, for 100 queries
in Figure 6.4, the ratio of TwigStack ’s execution time to MTwigStack ’s execution time
is about 7 on 32K XMark data and 15 on 8M XMark data; for 1000 queries in Figure
6.5, the ratio of TwigStack ’s execution time to MTwigStack ’s execution time is about
18 on 32K XMark data and 33 on 8M XMark data.
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The experiments mentioned above show that our MTwigStack is more efficient than
TwigStack when there existing high similarities in multiple twig queries. As the num-
ber of twig queries with high similarities increases, the processing cost of TwigStack
increases far faster than that of MTwigStack. The reason is MTwigStack takes advan-
tage of query commonalities by using the super-twig representing multiple twig queries
to avoid processing the same portions of similar queries multiple times. But TwigStack
does not utilize this merit and only processes the queries one by one.
In addition, the data size of the node which is in common part of the super-twig
also will affect the performance of MTwigStack. For example, given 10 twig queries,
the path (A,B,C) appears in each query. So TwigStack will scan the indexes of node
A,B,C 10 times respectively, but MTwigStack will only scan the three indexes one
time respectively. Then the data sizes of nodes in common part are more larger, our
MTwigStack will get much more benefits from sharing computation. That is why the
ratio of TwigStack ’s execution time to MTwigStack ’s execution time is larger than the
ratio intermediatePaths in our experiments.
6.2.2 MTwigStack vs. Index-Filter
Now we present experimental results comparing Index-Filter against our MTwigStack
for a variety of scenarios. Index-Filter uses prefix-tree to present multiple queries,
which is similar with the super-twig. It also takes advantage of query commonalities
among multiple queries. But it only focuses on process simple XPath queries (no
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branch). It has to decompose twig into multiple root to leaf paths to identify solutions
to each individual path, and then merge-join these solutions to compute the answers
to the query. Hence it will produce many useless intermediate path solutions, just as
mentioned in [13]. During the merge-join phase, we use the method which is used in
our MTwigStack. It will save some cost comparing with the original Index-Filter. Our
MTwigStack is a holistic twig join algorithm. It can reduce useless intermediate path
solutions.
We tested the same query sets used in Section 6.2.1. Figure 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10
show the performance of Index-Filter relative to that of MTwigStack (as explained in
Section 6.1.3) for the XMark and TreeBank data sets withe different twig query sets,
respectively.
































Figure 6.7: MTwigStack vs. Index-Filter on XMark with 10 queries
As we can see in these figures, the performance of MTwigStack is always better
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Figure 6.8: MTwigStack vs. Index-Filter on XMark with 100 queries
































Figure 6.9: MTwigStack vs. Index-Filter on XMark with 1000 queries
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Figure 6.10: MTwigStack vs. Index-Filter on TreeBank with different numbers of queries
than that of Index-Filter whatever increasing the ratio intermediatePaths, the number
of twig queries, and the sizes of data sets. Index-Filter decomposes a twig query into
multiple root to leaf paths during query processing. Hence although the structure of
prefix-tree is the same as that of super-twig, Index-Filter will produce many useless
intermediate path solutions. Merging more path solutions also consumes more time.
As we can see in Figure 6.11, the path solutions produced by Index-Filter is four
to seven times more than those of MTwigStack. It also means that Index-Filter needs
more space to cache these intermediate path solutions. We also find that the curve is
becoming flat when the number of twig queries is larger than 100. The reason is that
the number of OptionalNode in a super-twig will become larger by the number of twig
queries increasing. Then the structure of the super-twig will be close to the prefix-tree
which is used by Index-Filter. Hence the ratio of intermediate paths will not increase
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The number of twig queries
Figure 6.11: MTwigStack vs. Index-Filter on 2M XMark data with the ratio of intermediate
paths being 3
significantly when the number of twig queries is increasing.
Moreover, we also find that the ratio of Index-Filter ’s execution time toMTwigStack ’s
execution time does not increase significantly like TwigStack vs. MTwigStack. The rea-
son is the algorithm Index-Filter also makes use of query commonalities for processing
multiple queries.
6.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we compare our MTwigStack with TwigStack and Index-Filter on both
real and synthetic data sets. We modify TwigStack and Index-Filter to process multiple
twig queries. The experimental results shows that our method will save cost when we
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process multiple twig queries with high similarities.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Research Summay
The objective of the research in this thesis is to improve the efficiency for processing
multiple twig queries against an XML document.
XML emerges as the standard for representing and exchanging electronic data in the
Internet. Recently, with more and more data being represented and exchanged as XML
documents over the Internet, people have focused on XML query processing. Queries
in XML query languages typically specify patterns of selection predicates on multiple
elements that have some specified tree structured relationships, the basis for matching
XML documents. Finding all occurrences of a twig pattern in an XML document is
a core operation for XML query processing. The emergence of XML as a common
mark-up language for data interchange also has spawned great interest in techniques
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for filtering and content-based routing of XML data.
We find that multiple twig queries against an XML database usually have many
similarities. This inspires us to process multiple twig patterns simultaneously by sharing
common structure computation.
We propose a new twig structure, which is called super-twig, to represent multiple
twig patterns. The super-twig is a combination of multiple twig queries and contains all
nodes appearing in the queries. In order to represent multiple twig queries in a super
twig, we extend the original twig query’s structure with new types of nodes and edges
in super-twig. OptionalNode and OptionalLeafNode are defined. We also introduce
optional parent-child and optional ancestor-descendant relationships. An algorithm is
designed for constructing the super-twig. Our experimental result shows that the cost
is acceptable and linear with the number of queries.
In this these, we use region encoding scheme to label XML data. We also design a
two-tier B+-tree index to store the labeled XML data. Using the index structure, we
can process the super-twig with repeated tag names.
Based on the super-twig and index structure, we develop a new multiple twig queries
processing algorithm, namelyMTwigStack. With the algorithm, we can find all matches
of multiple twig queries simultaneously. It allows that there are repeated nodes in
the super-twig and MTwigStack can process this scenario correctly. But the algo-
rithm TwigStack can not process twig queries with repeated nodes. MTwigStack will
also output root-to-leaf path solutions while processing a leaf node of a super-twig
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pattern. Moreover, MTwigStack will output root-to-OptionalLeafNode path solutions
while processing an OptionalLeafNode of a super-twig pattern. In TwigStack, for a twig
query, if a data element with tag name n will participates in a solution for the sub-query
rooted at n, then there must exist a solution for the sub-query rooted at n composed
entirely of the head elements of all n’s descendants and vice versa. But this condition
will be relaxed in MTwigStack. For a super-twig, if a data element with tag name n
will participates in a solution for the sub-query rooted at n, then it only requires there
exists a solution for the sub-query rooted at n composed entirely of the head elements
of all n’s descendants which are not OptionalNodes. When we merge the intermediate
path solutions for one query in the second phase, we will check whether other queries
there existing the same root to leaf paths.
We compare our method with TwigStack [13] and Index-Filter [12] for processing
multiple twig queries. Our experimental results show that the effectiveness, scalability
and efficiency of our algorithm for multiple twig queries processing.
7.2 Future Work
In this thesis, we only consider a subset of XPath queries XP {/,//,[ ]}. Our method
can not process the the XPath expressions which involve wildcard, order query, such
as following-sibling, etc. Some techniques have been proposed to resolve these issues in
individual twig queries, but it seems not to be easy for multiple twig queries. How to
process wildcard and ordered queries is a challenge.
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With the presence of Parent-Child edges in the super-twig pattern, our MTwigStack
will generate some useless path solutions. Our method is based on TwigStack. After
this holistic method, there appears other efficient structure matching techniques, such
as TwigStackList [38], iTwigJoin [17] and TJFast [39], to improve super-twig. They can
process the twig queries with PC relationship more efficiently. We will try to improve
our MTwigStack using these methods for multiple twig queries processing and then
improving the performance.
Furthermore, we just propose the method to combine multiple twig queries into a
super-twig and process the super-twig against an XML document. We do not consider
user waiting time in practical application. We also should do research on how to balance
query processing cost and user waiting time.
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